
Florida Bar Family Law Section: Domestic Violence Committee  

Thursday, September 4, 2014 – teleconference re: forms (Dating Violence Petition) 

MINUTES:  

Members Present:  

• Robin Scher, Co-Chair 

• Mary Kogut Lowell 

• Sue Selsky 

• Yvonne Alonso 

• Phillip Schipani 

• Anthony Genova 

• Andrea Reid 

• Anadelle Martinez-Mullen 

• Dionne Meyers 

• Christina O’Brien 

• Kayla Richman 

• Lisa Weisman 

• Jennifer Drum 

• Honorable Elisabeth Adams 

• Steve Berzner  

• Hanna 

Robin: Meeting called to review proposed changes to Form 12.980(n) by the Supreme Court Workgroup 

whose work is confidential; revised form we’re reviewing was already reviewed by Nina Zolo – known 

expert in this area; there were changes made based upon her recommendations; we do not know what 

it looked like prior; all should have reviewed Alderman case for our last meeting; as  result of case, 

supreme court workgroup made requested changes which has been forwarded to us; grateful for Mary’s 

review and the proposed changes she made; this is an ongoing issue; changes to the forms haves been 

an issue for the past several years which has been apparent since the stalking statute as there is some 

inconsistency between the forms.    

Inquiry as to comments regarding the proposed changes… note, No changes to were made to the 

instructions as a result of the workgroups changes, only to the form itself 

Robin: we will look at those as a segregated commentary; Section III changes; asked Phil to comment as 

to whether it addressed the issues he brought to the attention of the Committee as a result of the 

Alderman case. 

Phil: solved the issues; seems to work and pretty specific as to what the form (the court) is looking for; 

complies with statute  
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Sue: recommends stylistic changes; noticed that there is a title for paragraph 8, subtitle Imminent 

Danger; for consistency purposes there is no subheading for the acts of violence section/question; she 

believes there should be 

Robin: asked did any one look at any of the other forms; she believes the other do not contain 

subheadings/titles   

Andrea: no headings on other forms  

Robin: likes Sues comments but asks whether she thinks the title should be removed entirely or another 

title added to the violence section  

Sue: says yes, another title should be added; thinks it’s important to add  

Andrea: none of the other injunctions contain headings  

Robin: doesn’t know why imminent danger isn’t given a definition; doesn’t believe there is a statutory 

definition available  

Judge Adams: need imminent danger definition included; says these litigants don’t know what the 

terminology, legal terms, meaning; also, a and b subsections… in b, if you have not been the victim but 

you have a reasonable fear 

Robin: did you look at the explanation after the question  

Judge Adams: not sufficient, still no definition contained  

Sue: b does not contain imminent when referring to danger  

Judge Adams: with the old one form, Petitioner genuinely fears… why can’t that be used again? Why do 

we need to change 

Mary: in a petition it’s helpful to have the statutory language; the instructions should contain the 

explanation     

Robin: in reality people don’t read the instructions; may need to reinforce the importance with the 

clerk; in the former version of the form there was no explanation; understands the importance of plain 

language but should be in the instructions 

Judge Adams: if you’re going to title that section imminent danger, before b… language saying if you 

haven’t been a victim; people aren’t going to understand; he did that to me so… it doesn’t’ make any 

logical sense   

Robin: any other comments  

Phil: if you put the definition inside the form you’re running the risk of people faking up their injunction; 

thinks any definition needs to be in the instruction section  
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Mary: we are still working on the pamphlet and that can and should include instructions; pamphlet is 

another tool which we’re hoping will be available  

Robin: unless we get a grant to print and distribute, it is meant for the practitioner to purchase and 

distribute to their clients  

Judge Adams: still not going to help them to fill out form  

Robin: some circuits don’t have attorneys to assist, just the clerks; that’s a common problem with any of 

the pro se forms; it’s one area where people participate pro se more than another other area; any other 

comments 

Mary: thinks we need to pick very carefully and push for things that are important, inconsistent with the 

statute if we want our recommendations to be followed 

Robin: not worried about what the Workgroup will do; only concern is that we provide them with 

comments, concerns and suggestions is something totally within the purview of what we’ve been 

requested to do; that doesn’t mean we don’t look for another avenue at another time. Anything else 

about the form itself; Phil – you indicated if we do anything as far as explanation  

Mary: before moving to instructions, where petitioner is being asked whether petitioner has sought 

another injunction, this list excludes the stalking injunction  

Robin: where do you see that  

Mary: may be mistaken  

Judge Adams: exclusion of stalking is what Mary is referencing  

Robin: that’s an update that needs to be made  

Mary: paragraph 3 and 4 

Robin: court was focused on changes as to clarifying need for imminent danger; anything else; if you 

have an opportunity to review Mary’s proposed changes, please comment; as to inclusion of immediate 

family member, I don’t see reference anywhere to the child who is a victim of dating violence  

Judge Adams: does seem to be a little confusing; who are they talking about with regard to family 

member; can we address that in the future 

Robin: I am addressing it now; that’s my concern, we may only be able to point it out; we have until the 

12
th

 to return recommended changes/comments  

Judge Adams: I’d be ok to follow up with an email of recommended changes  

Robin: section of the form where words were cut off… as to immediate family…  

Mary: I changed that it in my proposed revisions; still no reference to the child  
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Sue: the second paragraph of the instruction section addresses this; it begins… the parent or legal 

guardian 

Mary: it does address it there 

Robin: but when you go into the next segment of instructions it needs to be cleaned up 

Sue: the actual form itself says nothing about the child, assuming a parent is filing obo  

Robin: it really speaks to the person filling out the form as the victim, rather than a person filing obo; I 

suggest that we look at the other forms and provide some clarity on that issue, who is the family 

member; any other comments? I will hold off in sending comments or suggestions to the work group 

until next week to allow for specific comments or suggestions, Judge Adams I would love if you would 

make comments regarding filing obo of the child, it seems that there is a consensus, does anyone have 

any additional comments  

Andrea: statute comparison, combination of petitions doesn’t mirror at all 

Robin: maybe a long term project we need to address, we didn’t look to the actual rule, but here the 

court pointed out the concern that the form did not match up with the statute; as long as the statutory 

provision exists for three different types of injunctions we’re going to have different standards and the 

forms will apply to one and not necessarily the other(s); the court is going to follow the rules and forms 

in these cases; we can leave this as an issue for the legislation committee – Andrea you can add that to 

your list 

If you have any comments, please send them to me 

Robin asked that Yvonne forward minutes by beginning of next week   

END OF MEETING  

   

 

  

 

  


